



The Modern Methodology of Economics
and Adam Smith's Invisible Hand:
In Connection with W. Samuels'
Erasing the Invisible Hand.
??????? ?
This paper aims at clarifying the close relationship between Warren
Samuels' recent work Erasing the Invisible Hand and his methodological
thoughts. The book itself is based on his long e®orts to collect the words
`invisible hand' from all available literature since the term's inception.
This book is a theoretical rather than descriptive one because Samuels,
who is known as a representative economic methodologist in the U.S.,
distinctively analyses the material concerning `invisible hand' from his
own methodological perspective. In this respect, this paper illuminates
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???????????? IH ????????????? the invisible
hand of Jupiter?????????????????????????????
??????? an invisible hand???????????????????
?????? the invisible hand????????????????????
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?????? IH ???????????market, price system, self-
interest, entrepreneurship, natural selection, intersubjectivity, nature,
governmental institution?????????????order, automaticity,
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